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He’s the “Woz” and the “heart and soul” of Silicon valley, known as much for founding Apple and
many of its breakthrough technologies – as he is for his game-changing creativity, entrepreneurial approaches for disruptive technologies, and re-inventing traditional business.

MOST REQUESTED
PROGRAM TOPICS
- FOUNDING APPLE COMPUTER
discusses founding of Apple Computer,
the revolution of the personal computer
industry, and a string of successful
innovations to the masses

- TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION & CREATIVITY
shares insights into keys for successful
innovation and creativity in a technical
environment and what makes companies
and products great

- BREEDING AN ENTRPRENEURIAL MINDSET
An insider’s perspective into Silicon
Valley and how creating the right
environment can spawn successful,
disruptive technologies

- iWOZ: HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY Technologist, futurist, inventor, bestselling author, philanthropist, Woz shares
his once-in-a-lifetime success story
and lessons learned along the way

STEVE WOZNIAK has been a Silicon Valley icon
and philanthropist for the past three decades and
revolutionized the personal computer industry as
co-founder of Apple Computer. With its first line
of Apple products—Macintosh, Apple I and Apple
II—Wozniak and Steve Jobs brought computers to
the hands of the mass market. Wozniak’s leadership and creativity cultivated significant disruptive
technologies such as the iPod (2001), the iPhone
(2007) and the iPad (2010), while also helping to
build the largest company in the US stock market
with a net worth of half a trillion dollars. Wozniak
was awarded the National Medal of Technology,
the highest honor bestowed on America’s leading
innovators, by the President of the United States.
Steve Wozniak is one of our leading speakers on
business, game-changing innovation, entrepreneurial mindsets, and Apple computer – and we
hope you will consider him for your next event.
From corporations to universities to leading associations, the Worldwide Speakers Group has
hundreds of speakers for any price range, audience,
venue or type of location. We simplify the process
for selecting your speaker to help create the experience of a lifetime.

EDITOR’S CHOICE
“A ‘game-changer’ the
moment he speaks”
“Riveting”
“Unbelievably entertaining”

“NY Times Best Seller”

To book a speaker or to learn more, visit www.wwsg.com or
contact one of our expert speaker agents | speakers@wwsg.com | 703.373.WWSG (9974)

About Worldwide Speakers Group (WWSG)
Worldwide Speakers Group is a globally respected industry leader, featuring
many of the world’s most requested speakers. Our roster includes top business
CEOs, thought leaders, political & world leaders, humorists, best-selling authors,
accomplished executives, and industry scholars – who will educate, engage
and inspire audiences with their unique insights and real-world experiences.
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